On demand QoS with a SDN Traffic Engineering Management (STEM) module
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Abstract—Software Defined Networking (SDN) allows new approaches to provide Quality of Service (QoS). In legacy networks, strict QoS guarantees often result in bandwidth over-provisioning. Then, QoS enforcement either consumes too many resources, or is not flexible enough. We present a solution to provide QoS based on the creation of on-demand MPLS tunnels with guaranteed bandwidths across an SDN network. We introduce an SDN Traffic Engineering Management (STEM) module that interacts with the northbound applications to satisfy their requests to forward QoS-guaranteed traffic flows. STEM delegates the path selection to a Path Computation Element (PCE), and the path enforcement to an SDN controller. We rely on a stateful PCE to record the attributed resources and estimate the remaining network capacity, avoiding overloading the network with monitoring traffic. Upon STEM requests, the SDN controller enforces the QoS policy in the data plane. User flows are aggregated into MPLS tunnels and packets are labeled with a priority depending on the flow effective bandwidth. We highlight the shortfalls of several material and software OpenFlow compatible switches and detail an implementation based on a pica8 switch to overcome them. The experimental results demonstrate that this solution efficiently enforces bandwidth sharing in SDN networks.

Index Terms—SDN ; Traffic engineering ; QoS

I. INTRODUCTION

New 5G standards such as high peak data rate, high user experienced data rate or very low latency will impose a fine and dynamic control of QoS parameters (bandwidth, latency, loss or jitter). Legacy networks are facing a lot of difficulties trying to comply with such needs. Traditionally, protocols such as IntServ or DiffServ have been used to introduce a QoS management in the network. However, those protocols are either fine grained but require complex implementation, or simple to deploy but coarse grained.

Over the past few years a new architecture emerged for communication networks: Software Defined Networking (SDN) [1]. To enable the softwareization of the network, the control plane and the forwarding plane are separated. The control plane is logically centralized in an element called controller, although it can be distributed, for scalability reasons for example. The controller has an holistic vision of the network topology and resources (bandwidth, link delay, CPU ...). With this global perception, the control plane is able to address QoS problems from end to end, without facing rule propagation delays and path computation latency experienced by distributed networks. Moreover, the controller can manage efficiently the resources of the network. Relationships between each component of the SDN architecture and traffic engineering services (TE) have raised a lot of interest in network research [2].

We explore the on the fly bandwidth reservation scenario raised by network service providers such as Telediffusion de France (TDF). Clients request a given amount of bandwidth for a restricted period of time to connect two locations. This situation may occur when a client wants to organize a punctual massive data transfer between two data centers, or when a client such as a stadium, a theater, or any actor of the events industry requires a temporary connection between its location and a data center. As implemented by TDF, clients must precise a Committed Information Rate (CIR), which will be their guaranteed amount of available bandwidth at any time. They also indicate a Peak Information Rate (PIR) that represents the maximum bandwidth they may reach (typically the size of the physical link), but which may not be guaranteed any time. They can also express latency constraints.

To meet these needs, this paper presents the SDN Traffic Engineering Management (STEM) module. In an SDN network, this module provides on the fly bandwidth allocation for users, without requiring operator’s intervention. Network resources are managed by a Path Computation Element (PCE) located in the control plane. The PCE memorizes allocated resources, and does not have to poll the network equipment to gather information. To enforce bandwidth allocation policy, STEM uses a fixed number of queues and the meter tool. Packets’ IP headers are not modified. In our experimentation we highlight the shortfalls of several material and software OpenFlow compatible switches, and detail an implementation based on a pica8 switch to overcome them and demonstrate the efficiency of our system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related works on QoS solutions in SDN networks. Section III details our solution based on MPLS. Its implementation and its validation through experimentation are related in section IV. Finally, section V draws a general conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS

SDN architecture has motivated a lot of new designs and solutions to perform traffic engineering and provide desired QoS to applications [3]. The QoS enforcement can be divided into three actions: a request reception (the network service indicates the QoS parameters required by the new flow), the path selection (the control layer determines the most suitable path for the flow) and the path enforcement (the switches or routers are configured to handle packets with respect to their priority and latency constraints).

The selection of a path satisfying QoS constraints forces the control plane to maintain an accurate representation of the network’s available resources. In [4], the authors consider that QoS packets must not be dropped, and force network equipment to send a warning when such event occurs. This approach is efficient, but valid only for highly critical flows. In the literature, most of the solutions rely on network statistic gathering techniques to build, and periodically update, their knowledge of the current network traffic, and consumed resources [5] [6]. However, the constant fluctuation of the traffic load implies frequent updates of the statistics. First, this leads to an important augmentation of control traffic. Second, it generates a heavy work load for the controller and requires a lot of computational power. Such aspects are not taken into account, as most of the experiments in the literature consider only small topologies, with reduced number of flows. However, in [7] the authors point out that, in a production network, an excess of statistic polling could dramatically overload the control plane (both switch CPU and controller), and increase the response time of the switch. Third, the reaction time of the system does not guarantee that QoS contracts will be respected anytime, especially between two polls, and worth if the controller is overloaded.

Upon traffic changes (e.g., the apparition of concurrent flows), QoS enforcement might result in flow rerouting to take into account the variation of the available resources, as detailed in [8]. While literature is very important about legacy networks, few solutions have been adapted to the SDN architecture. The proposed approaches are either reactive or proactive. Reactive approaches are based on measures to adapt to QoS shortage detection. [9] uses path diversity: several paths are pre-calculated for a given flow, so that it can quickly switch from one to another when QoS is no longer respected. This results either in over-provisioning or non guaranteed QoS. Proactive approaches can be implemented by resource reservation. Casellas et al. [10] use this technique to allocate optical wavelengths in optical networks, which cannot be done using statistics. This method can be extended to QoS parameters.

The most common tools to enforce QoS in the data plane are queuing disciplines. Queues allow to shape and prioritize traffic, to share the bandwidth and control the latency. Most of the solutions use pre-defined queues: they are pushed once and for all in the network equipment, and are not modified afterwards. This reduces the flexibility of the QoS offer, since the number of queues is limited. To solve this, some solutions dynamically create queues depending on the needs [11] [6]. Although it enables to control the QoS with a very fine grain, it includes two major drawbacks. First, in real switches the number of available queues is limited. For instance, the PICAS P-3295 has only 8 priority queues per port, which is not enough to handle all the flows going through a port of a production network equipment. Second, the queue creation mechanism is associated to switch configuration, not to flow rules configuration. For this reason the timescales to create a flow rule and a queue are different, as specified for example in the OpenFlow (OF) documentation [12]. Adding queue creation to flow establishment will considerably slow down the process. To bring flexibility without having to create a lot of queues, [13] proposes a solution based on the meter tool. Meter is a switch element that can measure and control the rate of packets. For each flow, one meter is placed in the entry point of the network. Meter counts the IP packets, and alters the Differentiated Service Code Point (DSCP) field in their IP header. The new DSCP can take 3 values: a priority value (if the flow respects its allocated bandwidth), a non-priority value (if the flow exceeds its allocated bandwidth), or a default value (if the flow did not require any specific bandwidth, e.g., Best Effort flows). The main drawback is that the original DSCP value is lost during the transfer, which may impact the treatment of the packet after it exits the network.

We propose a solution to guarantee QoS anytime and provide bandwidth allocation across an SDN network involving the cooperation of the control plane with a PCE to identify suitable paths and reserve the resources in the data plane. To address scalability issues, we use a predefined number of queues, and we avoid the constant polling required by statistics gathering thanks to the memorization of allocated resources. Flexibility is provided by traffic classification using the meter tool, as in [13]. In order to preserve all the fields of the transported IP packet, the QoS information will be stored in a Multi Protocol Label Switched (MPLS) header, not in the IP header itself.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

We aim at enforcing QoS policies with the following objectives. The northbound application specifies cost and bandwidth constraints. QoS must be guaranteed anytime. Network resources should be fully exploited, reducing wasted bandwidth to the minimum. The control plane

must not be flooded by information. Queues are not dynamically created. Their number depends on the precision requested by the QoS policy, and is limited by the equipment’s capabilities. To meet these objectives the solution must address resource management and packet handling. The full architecture, depicted in Figure 1, impacts mostly the control plane and the data plane, denoted as the infrastructure layer.

![Architecture overview](image)

**Figure 1: Architecture overview**

In the application layer, a northbound application emits tunnel creation requests. These requests include all the necessary information to identify a flow, typically the five-tuple: source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port, upper layer protocol. However, other information (e.g., DSCP, Ethernet address or VLAN ids) can be used. The request also specifies the desired QoS parameters. Currently the supported parameters are bandwidth, hop count or cost, but bounds on latency or packet losses may be added afterwards.

The requests are handled by the control layer, composed of three modules: an SDN controller, a PCE and our STEM (SDN Traffic Engineering Management) module. STEM receives tunnel creation requests, interprets them, and sends them to the PCE. The PCE calculates a suitable path across the network to satisfy the request, and returns it to the STEM module. STEM translates the path into flow rules transmitted to the controller. The SDN controller gathers the network topology information and enforces the flow rules in the data plane switches, two basic features provided by any major SDN controller implementation. These commands are received and interpreted by network’s equipment (switches or routers).

A. The Path computation element (PCE)

Widely studied and standardized in its stateless version [14], the PCE is used in production networks to calculate routes, possibly under multiple constraints. A PCE receives path computation requests from a Path Computation Client (PCC) through the Path Computation Element Protocol (PCEP). To be able to compute paths, the PCE must know the topology and the current load on each link of the network and populate its Traffic Engineering Database (TED) accordingly. In SDN, the best way to acquire the network topology is to interconnect the PCE and the controller. There are several ways to achieve this goal, depending on the architecture in which the PCE is inserted. The PCE and the controller interconnection can be performed in three ways, as detailed in [15]: either integrated or external to the controller, or the PCE is seen as an application. As shown in Figure 1 the PCE here is used as an application. The STEM module plays the role of PCC. This configuration has been chosen for various reasons:

- Simplicity: the controller does not have to implement PCEP.
- Encapsulation: since the controller does not implement new modules (e.g., PCE or PCC) the application can use almost any controller out of the box, with only small adjustments at northbound interface level. For the same reason the PCE can be changed or updated very easily.
- Security: as a consequence of a better isolation, separating the different components of the control layer is a good practice to enhance system security [16].
- Maintainability: the separation of the possibly complex controller from STEM simplifies maintenance and reduces potential interference or update problems.

Instead of using flow statistic polling, the control layer relies on a stateful PCE [17] to secure flows’ reserved resources. A stateless PCE populates its TED and then performs path computation based on it, without recording the resource changes. As a consequence, resources in use can be reallocated several times, thus QoS may no longer be ensured. On the contrary, a stateful PCE keeps track of the allocated resources by recording the computed routes and the associated QoS requirements. This mechanism guarantees that the same resource will not be allocated twice at control plane level (unless overbooking is explicitly allowed). Note that every flow is tracked. STEMinstalls rules only for accepted flows, any other traffic is dropped.

The PCE does not rely on a specific algorithm to perform its path calculation. The choice is determined by the number of additive QoS constraints requested. Our PCE uses SAMCRA algorithm [18] to compute path under multiple constraints, Dijkstra otherwise.

B. The SDN Traffic Engineering Management (STEM) module

The STEM module exposes a northbound interface to the applications that want to reserve bandwidth. When a request is received, the module turns it into an appropriate PCEP request and submit it to the PCE. Once the path is computed, it creates the appropriate set of flow rules and send it to the controller. STEM module does not only create the direct IP path from source to destination: it also
handles the way back and the corresponding ARP tunnels, required for IP communication. Other automatic services can be added, depending on the needs.

The STEM module creates tunnels called Label Switched Paths (LSP) between two points in the network using MPLS, a protocol widely used to forward traffic in legacy networks and offering a traffic engineering functionality. Due to the reduced size of its header, an MPLS packet can be treated very fast in switches and routers. The MPLS header is composed of a stack of labels, each entry is composed by a label field (20 bits), a Traffic Control (TC) field (3 bits), a bottom-of-stack field (1 bit) and a time to live (8 bits). This header is placed between the level 2 and 3 headers (Ethernet and IP in this case). MPLS encapsulates the IP packets, which allows to transport them without alteration. In particular, the TC field can be used to store the packet priority, the DSCP field doesn’t have to be modified.

STEM designs rules to enforce the QoS policy using priority queues and meters. First, we set the packet’s priority (in the TC field) of each QoS flow. To do so, a meter is created in the network entry equipment to count the corresponding packets. When the bit rate exceeds the defined Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR), meter triggers an action to increment packet’s MPLS TC field, reducing it’s priority. Best Effort packets have a medium priority. Then, we assign to each packet a label that identifies the flow they belong to. Label and TC settings only occur in the entry switch. Other switches simply match label and TC fields to select the output port and queue respectively. We fixed the number of priority values (High, medium and low), requiring only 3 queues in each port. However, additional priority levels might be added if more queues are available, for further latency and loss management. Note that, as opposed to queues, meters can be created on the fly at the same timescale as flow rules. Moreover, only one meter per flow is requested, not one per flow and per switch. However, a study of meter’s impact on switches’ performance needs to be performed.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTATION

A. Implementation

We implemented a platform to evaluate our bandwidth management solution for SDN networks based on MPLS tunneling and the meter tool. The application layer is simply implemented by a REST client. The implementation of other layers requires the support of OpenFlow, MPLS, queues and meter. It turned out to be complicated, especially the meter tool.

1) Control plane: In the control layer, the SDN controller is an unmodified OpenDaylight (ODL) controller Lithium SR4 using OpenFlow 1.3 (OF13) to communicate with the data plane.

The PCE is based on Netphony PCE. The original software has been modified to fully support resource reservation (stateful PCE). The PCEP protocol has been extended to request several different metrics such as cost or latency. The PCE is currently stateful passive: the resources are reserved upon a path validation and are only released by addressing an explicit request to the PCE. To improve network usage, the PCE should be stateful active: it may then propose modifications of already existing paths to optimize resource distribution.

2) Data plane: In the literature, the data plane usually integrates a network of OpenV Switches (OVS). Although these virtual switches are very efficient, they do not implement meter yet, which excludes them from our platform implementation. The OpenFlow SoftSwitch (also named CPqD) implements meter and presents two advantages. First, it is implemented in Mininet, allowing to test the solution on different topologies. Second, it implements all the rules needed for our solution to encapsulate IP packets in an MPLS packets and to set the label and TC fields in the MPLS header. The main difficulty is that the meter can only increment the IP DSCP field. The Figure 2a presents the solution used by STEM.

We can extend the rules to detect incoming MPLS packets entering the edge switches by adding an "in_port" match option in the first table. Our MPLS label would be stacked on top of the existing one(s), and popped at the end of the tunnel. The tables that contain the higher numbers of rules (the ones that have to match the 64 possible values of DSCP) are static: they are pushed once and for all when the switch is connected to the network, and do not have to be pushed for each flow afterwards. Unfortunately, the CPqD switch is not able to push the MPLS header and to set the MPLS fields value in the same rule. If it was possible (as in OVS), tables 4/7, 5/8 and 6/9 could be merged. These rules have been tested, the MPLS headers were successfully set. However, CPqD’s queuing mechanism does not perform well, and it is impossible to carry experimentation on bandwidth reservation.

Finally, we used a PICA8 switch P-3295 with Linux System Version 2.6.4 and OVS/OF Version 2.6.4. Pica8 is a traditional L2/L3 switch that implements OpenFlow protocol, to act as an OVS, and both meter and queues. However, OpenFlow is only implemented at software level, and hardly reflected at hardware level, where all packets are processed. In particular, the switch has only one physical ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) and cannot implement more than one table. To overcome this limitation, the switch merges the rules to fit in the unique hardware table when multiple tables are used at the software level. Such operation is impossible if a rule updates flow parameters matched by another rule. In this case the resulting hardware rule is erratic, and most of the time results in dropping the packet. For the same reason, Pica8
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does not implement the bridge system: bridges declared at software level are ignored at hardware level. In [13], authors dealt with these issues by using multiple switches, each switch playing the role of one table. Moreover, P-3295 does not implement MPLS treatment at hardware level, but only at software level, which strongly impacts performances over 10Mb of traffic. Last, no tables implies no metadatas, which are necessary in our implementation, as shown in Figure 2a.

To overcome these limitations, we emulated multiple tables by encapsulating the IP packet. MPLS encapsulation cannot be used for this purpose because, when a packet is encapsulated in MPLS, it cannot be matched based on it’s IP fields anymore. We envisioned to carry out the experiment using VLANs: the IP packet is encapsulated in a VLAN when entering the switch. The VLAN ID field represents the metadata, while the VLAN PCP field represents the table. Once the packet is treated, the VLAN PCP is incremented and the packet is resubmitted to its entry port to be treated again as a new packet. In addition to their ‘normal’ matching options, all the rules will also match the PCP field. The advantage of this solution is that it uses only one port and provides an equivalent to the missing metadata mechanism. The drawback is that VLAN cannot be used by the incoming flows.

Due to the Pica8 limitations regarding resubmit action, the VLAN solution couldn’t be used to replace all the tables: "table 3" couldn’t match the new TOS resulting of the meter action. We tried to bypass this by using several ports to act as different tables. The input port acts as a table identifier. The main drawback of this solution is that multiple ports are used to perform a single set of actions. However, this solution works well on Pica8 and was used to carry out the experiment, in parallel with the VLAN encapsulation to emulate metadata retention. Eventually, MPLS was replaced by VLAN in the experiment due to MPLS lack of efficiency evoked above. This has two main drawbacks in real applications: the encapsulated traffic cannot be a VLAN itself, and the number of possible tunnels is reduced as the number of available VLAN IDs is lower than the number of possible MPLS labels.

We insist on the fact that we used multiple ports to emulate tables, and VLAN tags instead of MPLS labels, because of hardware and software limitations. The resulting solution is not as efficient as the theoretical solution but it highlights that meter can be used to successfully share the bandwidth among multiple flows.

B. Experimentation

We implemented a platform with one Pica8 P-3295 switch, three clients (C1, C2 and C3) and one server. From one physical switch we created the equivalent of a 3 switch topology, as shown in Figure 3. The corresponding rules are presented Figure 2b. In order to assess the efficiency of our bandwidth management mechanism, we designed the following scenario. We generated traffic with the Iperf tool according to the following pattern: between time t=0s to 60s, C1 generates 100Mb of Best Effort traffic; between
t=20s and 80s, C2 generates 100Mb of priority 2 traffic with a requested bandwidth of 30Mb; between t=40s and t=100s, C3 generates 100Mb of priority 1 traffic, with a requested bandwidth of 15Mb. The ARP messages corresponding to these traffic are carried in separated tunnels, with priority 3 (the highest).

Results are presented in Figure 4 and demonstrate the efficiency of the STEM module. We can observe that at the beginning, only the Best Effort traffic is present and occupies the entire link bandwidth. But, upon the C2 traffic arrival, 30Mb of priority traffic are transmitted, while the remaining 70Mb are blocked. This is normal since they have lower priority than the best effort. The same situation occurs when C3 starts emitting. At t=60, when C1’s traffic stops, the exceeding traffics of C2 and C3 compete for the extra bandwidth, with equal priority, which results in fair division of the resource. In the end, only C3 remains, and uses the whole link capacity. The flows behave accordingly to QoS policy. In particular, the link is always used at full capacity, even if the bandwidth is never fully reserved: no capacity is lost.

V. Conclusion

We presented a full solution to provide guaranteed bandwidth to flows across an SDN network that respects the integrity of the transported packets. At the control plane level, we introduced the module STEM to manage any northbound application’s QoS-guaranteed path requests. It delegates traffic engineering decisions to a PCE and the path enforcement to an SDN controller. The combined use of a stateful PCE and the meter tool allows network clients to reserve flexible amounts of bandwidth, guaranteed anytime, without constantly polling the network to gather flow statistics. We exposed how difficult it is to find off-the-shelf equipment able to support the needed flow rules. This highlights the necessary improvement of hardware and software OpenFlow-capable devices. Although meter is a known tool in OpenFlow, it is not widely supported yet. In future works, we would like to change the stateful passive PCE into a stateful active one to keep the network monitoring light and optimize resource usage. Furthermore, we plan to extend the considered QoS metrics (currently limited to bandwidth and cost) with latency and loss considerations.
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